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Colleges NoW Have
:Individual Methods
Of Class Advisem-ent

....,

..

·
By Jo Lopez
·
One of the biggest problems on university administration minds
these days is academic advisement ..
Abandoning the former method of compulsory advisement in 1970
the University now allows the separate colleges to follow their ow~
methods of advisement. Most of these are voluntary. Some are semicompulsory.
.
.The ad hoe committee on student advisement report, made in 1970
when the old method of compulsory advisement was abolished
o~tlined some recommendations for a fresh approach to student ad:
VJsement. The report stated that "information and advice should be
readily available to anyone who feels the need for it prior to making
decisions, but advice is not something one can thrust on another by
·ru}es and mandate."
The report ciiUed for an intensive. summer orientation program
"which seeks to reach at least 80 per cent of all new students." The
program essentially would "introduce" the student to the university.
Dean William Huber of the :
·
University College said the summer orientation program is taken
advantage of by only about 50
per cent of those new students.
In the new move to a better .
form of student ~dvisement, he
said, a possible method of getting
these students "to attend orien~
tation is to make their at.
ten
dance necessary if they want ,
Photo by Lisa Oberman
Part of the Freedom Train exhibit
to register for their classes.
"The University can enforce
this," he said. "Many other
universities around the country
have.''
By Mike Gallagher
Pepsis cost 50 cents a can at the train site on
Another recommendation by
The American Freedom Train steamed into· Kirtland Air Force Base.
the Committee was that "all
Albuquerque Tuesday morning and the· crowds
The crowd began to grow, receiving heavy tran- faculty ..• make
themselves
were sparse for the opening ceremonies.
sfusions of Albuque_rqt.Je Public scllool children at a available to students a minimum
Lobo photo
Photographers gathered around the red, white
dollar a head. Margaret Dykes, of Albuquerque number of hours per week in
Dean
Nathaniel
Wollman
and blue steam engine, white gloved Air Force
Public Schools, said, "We handled this just like a their offices."
personnel directed traffic and .a young mi&n ,stood.
field trip."
.
. Tbis seems to be carried out for the. most part. Most faculty membehind a. rolling c:onc:cssion ·With II bundle OfbfiiS iD
Visitors to the train were ushered into the bers have office boors; anct-most'niake"'th"en'J-ltlrown to their c:llisscs
his hand, yelling "get yer Commemorative Bicen- exhibit by Albuquerque Police officers-there are usually during the first week ofclass meetings.
tennial programs here."
10 officers on loan to the Freedom Train-memOne re·commendation Huber pointed out,. which was not imAlbuquerque Mayor Harry Kinney told a small
bers of the American Legion and the armed forces.
plemented despite the committee report: except in a few coJleges, is
·audience that he was very pleased to have tlle
"Watch ya. step Ma'am," the officer said and that "a corps of faculty advisers representative of alJ disciplines in the
helped
a middle-aged woman onto the moving University and chosen for willingness, interest, demons~rating
Freedom Train in Albuquerque. All the dignitaries
walkway.
A few adults stepped on the walkway student appeal and armed with aU information regarding student serwere very pleased to have the train in
and
then
a
few hundred school. kids followed.
vices .., ych as counseling, financial aids, etc., would be assembled."
Albuquerque. 'rhey also received a free trip
"Keep your hands away from the exhibits
~he University College has its own advisers that Huber said he was
through the train.
. .
please," the kids were told. A woman ahead of the able to hire after two secretarial jobs were eliminated when the old
Tickets cost $2 for adults and $1 for kids and
kids said, "Wait, wait, I can't read the signs. Oh advisement process ended and there was no more need for so much
senior citizens.
paper w:ork. University College now has one full-time advising
The Albuquerque High School Band blared away we're just moving too fast."
The kids became interested in the walkway and. specialist and two part-time advisers who devote different .times of
interrupting conversations and a Pepsi-Cola venthe day to advising students.
·
tried to hold onto the walls as the floor carried
dor complained about the size of the crowd.
(Continued on page 7)
Continued on page 7)
''Slowest day yet," the vendor said.

Freedom Train: -'Watch Ya Step'

·Women 8~/ong ·ill the House and Senate

Louise Coe, 1937 president pro-tem

By Ann Marie
Forty-eight of them have served in the New Mexico State
Legislature since 1923.
Three of the 48 po1iticked their
way to formal leadership
positions in both chambers and
the last one to reach a leadership
position won it 36years ago.
''Them" is women. .
·
Both past and present women
legislators were honored yesterday in Santa Fe. ''Women
Legislator's Day" was sponsored
by the New Mexico Women•s
Political Caucus (NMWPC) and
included morning coffee in
Secretary· of State Ernestine
·Evans' office, an honorary visit
to the House and Senate, and a
steak-and~wine luncheon at the
Santa Fe Hiiton.
For · some of the fourteen
women legislators who could attend~ it was a first time in~
troduction to their female peers.
Women's participation- in the
New Mexico Legislature reached,
· its height in the 1930's. Thirteen
women served during that

decade.
Participation
has
declined since that time,
reaching its lowest number in
· 1960-a total of three women. Six
women have been seated so far in
the '70's.
Former representative, and
1941 House Majority Whip, Concha Ortiz y Pino de Klevin (193742} said the '30s produced a high
number of women legislators
because" •..we were interested in
humanism. We weren't feminists,
we were humanists."
Rep. Violet Hoffman Wertz
(1937-38) commented that her
participation was " •.. influenced
by Eleanqr Roosevelt's" ac~
tivism.
Most ·of · the attending
legislators said they . felt that
they were not treated differently
than male legislators.
Rep. Deloma Scott (1~5-70)
said,
"They
treated
me
. beautilully !'
.
Sen. Oonsuelo It. Burrell said,
.. I never stop to think if we are ·
' being ~reated differently .•• Sen.
IContinued.on P•«dl
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NMWPC Chairperson Donna Smith
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Engineers Fear Nuclear Dangers;
Resign Their ·High Ranking Posts
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LOS ANGELES (UPI)-Three
high ranking General Electric
Co. (GE) engineers who have
designed and built nuclear reactors said Tuesday they resigned
because the nuclear plants are
too dangerous to mankind.
A general electric spokesman
said the resignations were a com·
plete surprise. GE is one of the
world's largest suppliers of
nuclear power plants.
They V<ere Dale Bridenbaugh,
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44, manager of performance
evaluation and improvement,
Richard B. Hubbard, 38, manager
of quality assurance and Gregory
Minor, also 38, manager of advanced
control
and
instrumentation. All live in San
Jose with their families.
They said they were concerned
with plant design and the
possibility of human error along
the complex chain of nuclear fuel
cycle and said nuclear regulation
is not effective.
"N ucleat generation is a
technological monster that
threatens
all
future
generations," they said.
The three men said in their let·
ters of resignation that nuclear
power plants could not be made
safe enough to justify the "consequences of the risks involved.
The company official said the
letters of resignation contained,

Ford: Abortion Sometimes
WASHINGTON (UPI)-President Ford said Tuesday h~
disagrees with the 1973 Supreme
Court decision liberalizing abor·
tion but believes the operations
should be permitted in rape and

CLEARLY

February

4

' Jesus got his head together before he stepped out
into the public arena. He retreated from every·
'-' "
one and every thing for 40 days. (Luke 4:1·13)
We to? need to take time to clarify our thinking and form our
com111;1tments. The UNM experience floods us with options -marx1srn

to

pentcostnlism,

l1opc

to

cynicistn,

···gay•• to

"straight", political action to isolation.
But, what good are options if we don't know who we are and
where we're headed?!
,

I

.
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off'

"no fresh views or arguments but
repeat the emotional claims of
Project Survival (a Palo Alto
ecological organization)."
The three men said they have
been involved in almost every
facet of GE's development of
more than 69 nuclear power plan·
ts throughout the nation and 29
overseas.
They said they would volunteer their time ·to campaign for
the nuclear safeguards initiative.
Bridenbaugh said he. came to
the conclusion that there should
be no more nuclear power.
"The whole thing is a complex
technology we invented and
nobody is in control of it. It's just
too big of a risk."
The three said one issue that
led to their resignations was the
questionable morality of selling
reactors to countries that are
politically unstable.

Uoland McGregor, Campus !\l!nlster
Unhed 1\UniMleries Ccnt(!r
l80J l.ar; LomaN, N.E. • Plume 247-0.J97
Alumui rhtl}Jf!l /l,doyj 12t30. 1:00pm, lut tfttiU!Ihl uuJ pra:~/fl"

"unfortunate" cases.
His wife Betty issued a
statement a short time later
saying she supported the Court
decision and the President's com·
ment touched off a series of
critical.responses from both sup·
porters and opponents of the
decision.
The President said in an in·
terview with CBS television that
he favors a constitutional amendment permitting each state to
write
its
own
abortion
regulations.
"I do not believe in abortion on
demand," Ford said. ,"I do not
agree with the court decision of
1973. I think the court decision
went too far."
Ford added, however, "I think
we have to recognize that there
are instances when abortion
should be permitted."
"The illness of the mother,
rape or any of the other un·
fortunate things that might happen, so there has to be some
flexibility," said Ford, citing in:
stances in which he believes
abortion should be allowed.
Ford said he opposes a constitutional amendment simply
overturning the 1973 court
decision, instead favoring an
amendment allowing the states'
option.
Mrs. Ford's press secretary,
Sheila Weidenfield, said later,
"Mrs. Ford, as she has. said
before, today said she supports
the 1973 decision."
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AndVouThoughtYou
Couldn't Afford a Darkroom

,.

News.

d~stributing

• • By United. Press l·n temational

Coffee,. Tea or Crashes
WASHINGTON'-Stewardesses charged the Federal Aviation
Administration Tuesday with endangering the lives of airline
passengers by not providing greater safety for cabin attendants.
They [old a ~ouse subcommittee investigating cabin safety that
passengers may die in "survivable" air crashes because the very
people responsible for getling them out of wreckage may already
have been killed or injured.
They said t,he airlines should be forced to emphasize first aid
rather than good grooming in instruction of flight attendants.

Embassies Decry NameDroppers
BONN-B~th

the American and Russian embassies protested
Tuesday agawst news media identification of members of their
diplomatic staffs as alleged secret agents or spy masters.
A U.S. embassy ~pokcsman said publication of a list of alleged
CIA
agents
m
West
Germany
was
"irrespon·
sible ... contem ptiblc ... inflammatory ."
L,iY/~---
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The Student Nur.ses Associalioh is holdind' a
•
r,
mec-tmg, rm 135, Nursing and Phatm. B1dg., Wed·
ncsday, 1-~cb. 4. on hypertension, with Dr. Lubash
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Durst
M301
Enlarger

Vivitar
· E-36
Enlarger

Vivitar
E-33
Eniarger

I

I

list
$111.90

Durst M301 with CLS.35 Colorhead

Our

Price

1I
-1

'$

i

•

Durst M301 Enlarger
for35mm 'enlarging only.
Lens and color head extra

$131.90

$8497

O~r
Pnce

$9997

List

Price

Complete with 2%. x 2%
and 35mm negative carrier set,
dust cover, red safty filter
and 50mm f3.5 enlarging lens.

~

•_

I

$99.97

Our

Same as E-33
enlarger but with
quick grip height adjustment.

Kusto Mold Universal
~.::.-;:::;:.,:;

Developing Tank
List $9.95

. ···-··

fixer

1.~""=.=

i

r.:..r.:.............

'llotUI,'UI'~II\Jl,ll""'

I

Fixer

D-76 Developer

Quart- 56¢
% Gallon - 80¢
Gallon- $1.16

Quart- 80¢
Yz Gallon - 97¢
Gallon- $1.44

Our Price

$8 69

Adjustable reel, large funnelshaped lid, plus more.

UNM Demnrrats m(•el Wednt>sdl\)'• Feb. 4, rm
231·C, SUHat 7 p.m. anyone interested i51 invitt>d.
Applications are tlow b£>lng otccepted fur
Jlositi~s on the Student Health Center- Advisor,y

"Yankee Starter Kit"

Comm1ttce•.Application and info in ASUNM of·
lice, rm 2-!2, SUB

Come today to Wednesday Chapel with Rolapd
McGregor. 12:30-1 p.m. atthe Atumnf Ch:tpel, bet•

ween Anthropology and Scflolcs Hall.

Will. A hypertension .screcning·teat::hing seSsion
will be held arterward. For students who would

Beginning Square Dance l..essons starting now.
Come and give ita try, 7 p.m._cvery Thursday, rm
1'!_6 Johnson· Gym, No dancing experience

like to Jearn to take blood pressure·.

necessary, N(!'Xt three weeks are free.

-------~~~~~----------~
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Postal Group Asks Rate Cut
WASHINGTON-A postal union group 'l'uesday proposed cutting postage rates back to 197llevels and restoring tax subsidies
as the only means of preventing public mail service from being
priced out of exisLence.
The ad hoc committee of the National Letter Carriers
Association proposed placing mail operation in a government
department as it was before Congress created the independent,
self-supporting postal service in 1971.

0

ll!>

WASHINGTON -The House Intelligence Committe~ Tuesday
began debating how to stop U.S. intelligence agencies from using
news media "covers," or actually enlisting press and broadcast
reporters, for its information-gathering activities.
After an initial exchange of views, chairman Otis Pike, D-N.Y.,
scheduled further debate Wednesday and a vote on "the
propositon:
"The se.lect committee recommends that U.S. intelligence
agencies not use general circulation journals or electronic media
or their employes or stringers, for purposes of cover or .information-gathering."
,
Rep. Ronald V. Dellums, DcCalif., saying the intelligence com·
munity has an "awesome potential for corrupting," urged that
the ban be extended to cover use of the clergy, teachers and
students.
LUB~OCK, Tex.-Singing cowboy Roy Rogers Tuesday can·
celled his appearance at the world premiere of his first motion
picture in 20 years.
A spokesman for the family notified officials that Rogers was ill
a~d confined to be? with a respiratory infection. In his place, his
w1fe D~le Evans will be on hand Thursday for the first showing.
Iromcally, the Lubbock date was the first time in a long career
that Rogers has been unable to keep an appearance date.
The movie, "Macintosh and T.J.," will open to the general
public in Lubbock on Friday.

f
-·

House Debates Spy Covers

Roy Rogers Misses Flick

~

Includes: 1 roll of film, developing tank, 1 ea. red,
white & blue 5x7 developing trays, 25 sheets printing paper, one package chemicals, plus much
more.
tist .... $14.95

iii:.
~-::.

p

.._,_.

Polycontrast Rapid
RC Paper

Dektol Developer
Quart- 84¢
Yz Galion - 97¢
Gallon - $1.47

5 x 7 - 10 ct. box
F surface
8 x 10 - 2 ct pack
F & N surface

$5 60

4920 MENAUL BOULEVARD• ALBUQUERQUE, N; MEX. 87110
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$12 97

$892

--------.taBelk*~~~
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Our Price

St01eHours
Mon. thru Fri. 10 AM to 9 P.M.
Sot 10 AM. to 6 PM Sun. Noon to 6 PM
) )
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By John Feldman

Ortinions
A measly $12.55 was all the money I received
when I sold ·eight text books to the UNM
bookstore. When I purchased the books over the
last two semesters they cost about $45.00.
That's depreciation.
I am not mad at the bookstore for coming up
with such a piddling sum for the books- I know
that they are not wd;th much. I am not as happy
with the professors who assigned these books as
required reading. Some of these ;·required"
books were never opened because it turned out
that they were not only unimportant to the
classes but worst of all, the professors never
gave any assignments in these "essential"
books.

Editorial

State Education

0

'-'

•H

~

(1)

~

~

It is with great interest that we read an article in yesterday's

Z Albuquerque Journal entitled, "UNM Article Stirs Debate over
..,; Schools."
~
The story is about Sen<1tor John Irick (R-Bernalillo) reading an
~ article" to his colleagues from the January 28 and 29 editions of the
LOBO concerned with statistics gathered by William Huber, dean
of the University College. The statistics and statements from Huber
in the article stated that freshman ACT scores were the lowest in
several years and that the high schools were to blame•.
Irick's reading sparked a debate among the senators as to what is
wrong with the public schools since 85 per cent of these incoming
freshmen graduated from New Mexico high schools.
Sen. William Sego {R-Bernalilto) added fuel to the debate by
reading several letters critical of the public schools.
The cycle has now been completed and the bomb of faulty
education has been dropped back in the lap of the Legislature.
For years now this University has tried to inform the legislature
that a large portion of its faculty manpower is being diverted to
remedial programs to upgrade the basic educational skills of incoming freshmen.
The issue was spotlighted twice last year when former President
Ferrel Heady announced the need for a junior college at UNM and
when the general faculty approved the higher entrance
requirements for UNM.
We think that it is time for the Legislature to take a good look at
public education in New Mexico and stop wasting time. They have
avoided the issue too long and in the process managed to shift the
burden to the state's universities-particularly UNM.
The legislature asked UNM why more money was needed and
now the answer is staring them right .in the face. The legislators
have shunned their responsibilities toward the public schools and
the universities by not upgrading education in the public schools.
If education falters in this state then the legislators are the ones
to blame and they had better be prepared to explain to their constituents why their children can not go to college.

by Garry Trudeau

DOONESBURY

\... AND IN lHIS' CORNER I'M PLEASED
I
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Editor:

Senator Abstained On Vote For Salary
Editor:
Congratulations on another job
of fine reporting. It amazes me that
your reporters cannot even report
accurately on a simple Senate vote.
You stated (in your Jan. 29 issue)
"Ironically, two of the senators
voting against giving Attorney

General Brian Sanderoff a salary
were the two men who ran with
him on the Horizon Party slate,
Senators Dick Lees and David
Montague."
Wrong, LOBO! Senator Montague and myself both abstained on
that vote. We did not vote against

Public Nudity & Freedom
Editor:
The particular form of pornography known as the "exbibition" (live dirty
pictures) flourished in Havana under the dictator Batista and was banned
by the dictator Castro.
I do not suggest that the nude dance scene scheduled for Popejoy Hall
would have been pornographic, but I feel safe in saying that the relation·
ship between public nudity and freedom is more tenuous than LOBO
editorialists and columnists would have us believe.
My own feeling is that Popejoy director Bill Martin, whom I know and
like, made a mistake by scheduling the nude ballet and that UNM
President William Davis, whom I don't know, was correct in cancelling the
nudity.
Meantime, I can't help but wonder if Davis' assistant, Professor Tony
Hillerman, had anyone particular in mind when he observed that the dance
wouldn't have been the first nude performance at the university.
Charles Coates
Associate Professor·
Department of Journalism

Review Of
NO!Ji, fJON'T
B& /lfK/1/P 70

~Cavett'

Editor:
In his review of Cavett in the Jan. 29 LOBO, Terry England admits that
he rarely watched "The Dick Cavett Show" because he was suspicious of
"anything that gets good reviews and comments from the public."
England's suspicious nature must have kept him from reading Cavett'
before writing his review. Three times in the course of the review he says
that Dick Cavett and Christopher Porterfield were roommates at Harvard.
If he'd read the book he'd know they were roommates at Yale.
Beth Heist.

the Attorney General's salary. If
you check the record, you will find
that I am correct, for it was a role
call vote.
My reason for abstaining was
very simple. Not only did we run
together, but Brian Sanderoff and
myself have been the best of friends for several years. I did not feel it

Board

Uns;gned

represct~~~

editooal:s:

a

majorit'( opinion oi the ·o<$f lobo
Staff. All other columns.. cartOOns

and leucrs. tepn:sent the

~

of 1he autho... and do riot necessady'
reflect the views of the Staff_

_Editor-in-Chief
Orlando R. Medina

Managing Editor
Michael O'Connor

Features Editor
Mike Gallagher

Photo Editor
Miguel Gandert

News Editor
John Rucker

Arts & Media
Terry England

Copy Editor
Susan Walton Joseph Donnelly

)j

would be appt"opriate for me to

vote for his salary.
Had I chose to vote, I most certainly would have voted for th('l Attorney General's salary. No
ASUNM
officer,
save
the
President, has put in as much time
as Brian. Last <;emester he ran four
elections, the most ever held in one
semester, and did such a good job
of it that not one court case
resulted. Those who know the
history of ASUNM elections,
realize the enormity of that feat.
He has also chaired and
organized the Constitutional Con·
vention, a thankless task that has
dragged on for six months. Also,
while President Wilson has been
away in Santa Fe lobbying, the Attorney General has taken on many
of his responsibilities.

Nothing anyone can say about these books
could convince me that they are worth the trees
that were felled for the pulp they were printed
on.
I hold the professors of the University responsible· for our coerced purchase of expensive
books that they know are of little use to the
students in their classes. Only the professors
know if a book will be used a lot or not at all. You
may say that the professors do this already, that
they try to pick only those books that will be
useful. Some professors are even mindful of
cost. This is true. But some other professors
don't think before they assign books- I had the
books to prove it.

111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111

Another Non-Smoker

NOI ANOIH~R Of
YOUR. CR{\"ZY \\)~1\S l

The Senate acted unfairly in
voting down the Attorney
Gen('lral's salary, The Senate and
ASUNM owes much to him.

WHAIIS
lit'

,,

,,

· VIA SATELLITE

FROM
INNSBRUCI<, AUSTRIA

the

This week's Schedule Compliments of:

Dairq
Queen

Celebrate!
Bring this schedule by Monday February 9th
and get Two Sundaes for the price of One!

WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 4
Opening Ceremony
Luge -

. 8:00 -10:00PM

Figure Skating - Ice Dancing, Three Compulsory Dances
Men's and Women's Singles. Firs I Run

THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 5

7:30 -.10:00PM

e - Men's and Women's Singles, Second Run
Speed Skating - Women's 1500m
N~~dic Events - Cross CountrY. Men's 30km
Alpin!! Skiing - Men's Downhill
Ice Hockey _ Group B Game
Figure Skating - Ice Dancing. Original Set Pattern
Figure Skating - Pairs. Short Program

FRIDAY, FEBRUARY. 6
8:00 -10:0~PM & 1q:30 -11:qOPM
Nordic Events _ Bialhlon, Individual
Luge - Men s and Women s Smgles, Th1rd Run
Speed Skating - Women's 500m
Ice Hockey -. Group A G?me
Bobsleigh _ Two·Man, First and Second Rur".
Awards PresentatiOns
SATURDAY, FEllRUARY

-

8:00-10:00PM & 10:30-11:00PM

Luge _ Men's and Women's Singles, Fourth Run
Speed Skating - Women's 1000m
Nordic EvcniS - Cross CountrY, Women s 5km
Ski Jumping - Special 70m Event
Ice Hockey - Group B Game
Bobsleigh - Two-Man, Third and Fourth Runs
Awards Presentations
Figure Skating - Paris, long P rogram

12:00- 2:30PM

SUNDAY, FEB~UARY 8
4:00- 4:30PM
8:0~- 10:00PN!

Figure Skating _ Men Compulsory Figures
. Speed Skat1ng - Women s 3000m
Nordic Events - Cros;· Country, Men's 15km
Alpine Skiing - Women's Downhill
Nordic Events _ Combined, 70mJumping
.
Ice Hockey - Group A Game
Awards Prest'!ntat1ons

Sports Editor
Harold Smith

t
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. .

I

~

·WINTER OLYMPICS
are HER~ on KOAT·TV

L

Dick Lees

Business Manager
Harry Chapman

Lette rs

This fetter is a rebuttal to S. V. Hinchberger's letter concerning Linda
Fox's "laziness." "Why does Linda Fox believe that the world owes her a
right to breathe?" What should she do, S. V., stop breathing? "Why
should anyone else stop their smoking so her fragile lungs can be safe?"
Smoking is a physical act which has been proven to be harmful to the
health of not only the smokers themselves, but also to the non-smokers
who are being forced to breathe "the vile smoke," as you state it, simply
because they want to eat at a public restaurant or be in some other public
area as is their right also.
Eric Dressier's hand-washing analogy is very well said. Let me offer
another: How would all the inconsiderate smokers in the world (who
greatly outnumber the considerate smokers) like it if, in public areas, indoors and out. during and after meals. all the non-smokers farted large,.
visible clouds of gas which hung in the air and filled rooms? That is, filled
roofl';ls with stale, smelly, brown (why discriminate against color?) farts
which remained in everyone's clothes and hair even after leaving the inJested area.
As for me, a non·farter, your attitude, S. V., is such that I can instantly
see th.e benefit in farting. I would, if faced with your stupidity, take out a
bean and direct my farts in your direction, which I am sure would give you
more energy than if you ate the bean yourself.
Smokers have a right to smoke. They should, however, be made to confine their smoking to specially-designed areas. Just as no one has a right to
physically abus13 someone else with a baseball bat or an axe-handle, no
one has the right to force other people to breathe smoke. This is just what
occurs in nearly every public area anywhere. This is a type of physical
abuse perpetrated upon non-smokers by smokers. If special smoking areas
were set aside for the people who wish to continue smoking, we nonsmokers could easily avoid them and keep our "fragile" (which they are)
lungs cleaner. Non-smokers could, if they wish, join their smoking friends
in these areas knowing the consequences {i.e., smelly clothes).
One last plea goes out to all those who smoke outdoors: Please don't
throw your butts down on the ground. I can't believ~ anyone likes to see
this. After all, do I throw my bean-husks down?
G. W. Luhn

Editor's Note: Although our
Yes, Ms. Heist, a wretched mistake on my part. Since I was in a
relations
with ASUNM Senate
hurry to/illagaping hole on the arts page/or that particular day, and
since a month had passed after I read the book, Harvard sounded as have not always been on the sun·
nyside, last Wednesday night
plausible as Yale.
I did read the book, liked it, and attempted to pass 01t the word to · was a mad scramble for copy and
others. I apologize to Beth Heist, other nitpickers and especwlly to we will try to ovoid thase
Dick Cavett, who is probably as surprised as Harvard to find out his mistakes in the future. We
apologize for the error as it was
ivy is in that league.
Regards, not meant as a cheep shot
Terry England howuevo the text read.

Editorial

From Moscow To Mora

exclusively on

KOAT-TV
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Women Belong in the House and Senate
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{Continued from page 1}

cumvented' the only two females
It boils down to
who are currently serving in the being merely tolerated."
Committee memberships often
Senate. Senate seats have been
held by four of the female indicate prestige and status
within legislatures. Women's
legislators.
Rep. Carol Tinker (1969-72) ex- committee memberships in the
pressed the minority view. She New Mexico House of Represenfeels
that
women
are tatives are skewed towards
discriminated against in the education. Forty-one women
(85.2 per cent of all female
legislature.
"Legislation was 'passed' in legislators) have served on
smoke-filled, liquor-laden rooms education committees. House
late at night-I was neve:r part of committee chairmanships also
!.his. The men successfully 'cir- appear to be skewed toward

r.:. Burrell is one of the two women in the session.
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education. Six women have
chaired education committees.
Education's lead is followed by
the Enrolling and Engrossing
Committee (five chairmanships)
and Printing and Supplies (three
chair{llanships). The last two
committees listed are procedural
rather than substantive i!Ommittees. Procedural committees
usually have lower statuses in
legislatures.
Professor Paul Hain, UNM
Political Science Department,
said the Education Committee is

(president) position lil1937.
"The most Interesting part of
my career," said ·Senator Coe
during the Women Legislator's
Day luncheon, "was that I didn't
realize I was the first woman
senator until after my election."
The Senator's luncheon address received a standing ovation
from Gov. and Mrs. Jerry
Apodaca, Mayor Harry Kinney,
elected officials, and caucus
members and friends.
"The secret of my success,"
laughed Sen. Coe, "'was staying
in the Senate longer than the
men." Coe was referring to the
legislature's seniority system
which awards "goodies" (status
committee memberships and
chairmanships) to senators who
stay in the chamber the longest.
The seniority system, predicts
Ms. Donna K. Smith, chairperson
of NMWPC, will eventually place
women in leadership positions
again.
It is quite probable, she said,
that females in the Senate (who
currently have more seniority
than
representatives) will
assume leadership positions
when current leaders retire.
Five women are currently serving in the legislature. They are
_ ... .Se~:!t!!:-3 Cuh:.ueio Burrell and
Gladys Hansen and Representatives Ruby V. Appelman,
Adele P. Cinelli and Sharlyn
Linard.

" ... one qf the middle-status committees. It's not as important as
the money committees."
New Mexico's first female
senator and first and only female
senate leader, Lousie Coe, ranks
the Education Committee as
third in status, following finance
and judiciary.
Sen. Coe (1925-40) chaired the
Ed-ucation Committee during her
15 year stint in the legislature.
She also used those recordbreaking years to win the
cherished senate pro tempore
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It Sounds

Incredible
BUT EVELYN WOOD GRADUATES CAN READ
THE EXORCIST IN 58 MINUTES
At That Speed, Tbe 403 Pages Come Across
With More Impact Than Tbe Mowie.
You can do it, too. So far over 550,000 other people
have done it. People who have different jobs, different IQs,
different interests, different educations have completed the
course. Our graduates are people from all walks of life. These
people have all taken a course developed by Evelyn Wood,
a prominent educator. Practically all of them at least tripled
their reading speed with equal or better comprehension.
Most have increased it even more.
Think for a moment what that means. All of them - even
the slowest - now read an average novel in less than two
hours. They read an entire issue of Time or Newsweek in 35
minutes. They don't skip or skim. They read every word. They
use no machines. Instead, they let the material they're
reading determine how fast they read. And mark this well:
they actually understand more, remember more. and enjoy
more than when they read slowly. That's right! They un·derstand more. They remember more. They enjoy more. You

can do the same thing - the place to learn more about it is
at a free speed reading lesson.
This is the same course President Kennedy hod his Joint
Chiefs of Staff take. The staff of President Nixon completed
this course in June 1970. The same one Senators and
Congressmen have taken.
Come to a Mini-Lesson and find out..It .Is free to you and
you wlll leave with a better understanding of why it works.
One thing that might bother you about your reading speed
is that someone might find out how slow it is. The instructors
at the Evelyn Wood Reading Dynamics -free Speed Reading
lesson will let you keep your secret. It's true we practice the
first step to improved reading at a Mini-Lesson and we will increase your reading speed on the spot but the results will
remain your secret. Plan to attend a free Mini-Lesson and
learn that it is possible to read 3-4-5 times faster, with com·
parable comprehension.

------.SCHEDULE OF FREE MINI-LESSONS--------.
You'll increase your reading speed
50 to 100% on the spot!

TODAY LAST DAY
6:00 or 8:00p.m., Room 231-·E
Student .Union Building
University of New Mexico
Telephone 266-7322. Student Tuition Plan Available

EVELYN WOOD READ.ING J)Y.~~MICS

$150 A Year
Guarantees
Parking
By Evelyn Vigil
RESERVED. VIOLATORS
WILL BE TOWED AWAY.
We've all seen the reserved
spa~es on campus. For $150 a
year anyone can buy a space.
There are approximately 35
reserved spaces on campus this
semester.
Reserved parking started on
the Medical School when doctors
found there was no place for
them to park.. The Medical School
petitioned Campus Planning for
the reserved spaces and after
that the otion was open to
everyone. Most of the spaces are
still at the Medical Center but
there are quite a few in the Jot
near Popejoy, behind Woodward
:Hall and .in the Psychology
parking lot. The only, student to
petition for a space changed his
mind.
Convenience was the most
common reason given for buying
the space.
"Before I got the space I was
paying $68 or $78 for a 'hunting
license.' After a few $5 tickets it
was cheaper to get a (reserved)
place,'' said Robert Kline, director of Instructional Services.
Kline 'uses his car to run errands
all over campus and could never
find a place when he came back.
He paid for the space out of his
· own pocket.
David Bendetti, associate dean
of the Graduate School and a
professor of psychology, said he
did not feel it was something he
needed to discuss.
Faculty and staff have the
same problems with space and
(Contin-ued on page 12)
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Huber said another manner in
which the University College and
a few other colleges around campus check up on their students is
by requiring them to return their
course request cards to the
University or other respective
college.
"This way we can Stop fresh:
men or other University College
students from picking up a 300 or
400 level course unless they have
written permission from the instructor ," he said. "We can check
up on a •lot of courses that the
computer may or may not be
programmed to pick up. This will
save a lot of students from getting back only partial schedules
and the trouble of going through
walk-through registration to
complete those schedules."
Another
college
which
requires its students to return
their course request cards to the
college is the College of Fine Arts.
Huber said the Fine Arts
College was one of the first to set
up an advisement faculty. Fine
Arts Associate Dean D.C. McRae
said there is a counseling center
·i~ t-l:c ·co!lege which has three advisers, one for each of the major
departments in the college-art,
music and theater. But the advisement is not mandatory.
McRae said "there are an increasing number of students
taking advantage of it, however,"
a.nd that \"it is still not reaching
enough of the students."
The

mess up thei.r schedule, though."
The College of Arts and Sciences, which is second only to the
University College in the number
of st,udents enrolled, has a voluntary method of advisement for
students. The college merely sends out a letter to each new
student in the college which informs them of.the people
available for advisement on
requirements toward a degree,
etc. The letter reveals the names
of deans within the college, an administrative assistant and two
degrees and records advisers.
Arts and ·Sciences Dean
Nathaniel Wollman said some of
the individual departments have
a "more formal and more restrictive method of advisement," but
the college itself offers advice

department also has advisement
available to student~>. B&AS
Dean R. R. Rehder said there are
three levels of advisement. At
The
Business
&
Adthe top of the advisers is. Direcministrative Sciences (B&AS) tor of Student Affairs Charles

~

Romer. Romer, also known as the
registrar for B&AS, "introduces
the B&AS students to the
program and familiarizes them
with careers," said Rehder.
Romer's is a full-time job.
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Freedom Train: 'Watch Ya Step~ ;
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(Continued from page 1)

their legs away.
"Please watch your step ma'am as you step into
the next car," a soldier said.
The second exhibit car, "Exploration and Expansion," offered glimpses of the Soviet-American
space link-up. "Neil Armstrong, walking on the
moon, " a man said.
"Where?" his wife asked.
"We're just moving too fa~t," another woman
said.
"Watch your step ma'am," a police officer said
and they were in the next car.
"Watch your step ma'am," the officer repeated.
"But we're moving too fast," she answered.
"I can't hear," one of the school kids complained.
"There's Henry Kissinger," a man said and Henry
Kissinger was gone.
"Watch your step ma'am."
"Oh I remember crystal radio sets like that,
remember those phones," a man asked.
"Where?"
"Watch your step ma'am."
-·"This is the Human Resource car." a man told
his wife. "Watch carefully, you don!'t want to miss

anything."
"What's that," one of the kids asked.
"That's the Nobel prize medal," his teacher answered.
"Watch your step ma'am."
"Movies," a boy exclaimed as he stepped on the
walkway. "Oh look!"
""\"here?."
''
"Bing Crosby's gold record."
"Where?"
"Watch your step ma'am."
"Nice paintings, real nice," a man commented.
"What's a construction?"
"Metai, it's made with metal."
"Watch your step ma'am."
"FDR, remember. JFK, oh there's John-John
saluting..Ford's Bible. Where's Nixon?"
"He ain't here."
"Watch your step ma'am."
It was over in less than 20 minutes. As the
people filed out, the kids said it was "neat." The
adults said it was too fast.
A young man stood behind a rolling concession,a
bundle of bills in his hand, yelling, "Get your Commemorative Bicentennial programs here."
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with acupunture theory
Dean William Huber

College of Engineering

requires· that students pick up
their course request cards from
the college although it does not
require thCm to return · theln
there. Assistant Dean Arnold
Koschmann of the College of
Engineering sees no problem in
the type of advisement offered
by the college.
"We have compulsory advisement in the sense that the
student has to see ali assign.cd
adviser when he picks up his
course request card at the college
for pre-registration," Kosch·
mann said. "Some don't come in,
but the majority do."
_
He said the only problem they
have is with some students in
other colleges besides
engineering who want to take
engineering courses. However,
the University College "has
co opera ted very well in advising
these students!" he said.
Koschmann said although the
system is somewhat compulsory,
"the student can always bel!t the
system. If he wants to preregister, we have his card. But he
can always go through walkthrough, pick up some classes
and probably mess up his
schedule. We aren't very sym- ·
pathetic with students if they

within their specific department
.and filling out applic-ations,

only on a voluntary basis. He said
lie would like to see /! mcve
tow<~rdsa more compulsory
method of advisement.
The College of Education, the
third largest college in the
university, has advisement
available to students in the
various departments of the
college, said Assistant Dean
John Rinaldi of the College of
Education.
"Students without departments, for example transfer
students, arc taken care of by my
office, either by me or someone
on my staff. We make every ef·
fort to serve stud.ents in Univer·
sity College who are going to go
into Education.'' Rinaldi said the
way students find out about his
advisory office is merely on their
own or through the various
departments.
But Rjnaldi said the only real
problems are "with students
wanting to get into the College of
Education. It's tough to advise
students not in the department
yet and who haven't gone'
through their screening. Once
they've gone through screening,
they follow a set program.''
Screening for education students
involves a personal interview
UNM Wilderness Study Group meeting al ·t:30
p.m. in Rm. 129 of U.e SUB on Wod., Feb. 3. 0!1·
road Vehicles, Alaskan wolves· and· continued
studies ol potential N.M. wilderncs:ScS will be

BnlleL Folklorico will starl Mexican folk dance
instruction at Ute beginning lcvclj Wednesday,

Fcb.4~ 7 p.m •• rm 115. Carlisle Gym. UNM st..uden~
Ls free. Furtller info ~ali842-D434.

Freet patrolled, bike parking Jot behind Culislc
Gym. LoL is guarded 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. Mondays
throuE:h Fridays.
-· ·"'
Juniper will continue to hold meetings ror Gay
women and men. Women meet Tuesdays, men on
Wednesday, both are at 8 p.m. in the Juniper

or-

flee, nn 1055,Mesa Vist.o HaU. CaU 277-2564.

CHINESECOOKIN
learn 10 main dishes
also Chinese Martial Arts and Tai Chi classes available

Chinese Cultural Center

268-7023

Mon.- Thur. 10 am- 9 pm

3015 Central NE

Fri. · Sat. 10 am - 6 pm

,...

....

SHIPMENT OF--··
OVATIONS

JUST ARRIVED!
THEIR NEWEST
MODEL STARTS AT
$195.00

studit-d.

IiOiicy ·'for_ Lip Sf:!rvicc-•Notic:es run the _uay
bdort- and the day or tile event, space a\·a.Uab1e.
Notices are not accepted by phone. Organit.ations
may pick up forms W mall in to the LOBO.
Deadline ror notices is 4:30 p.m. the day before
publicaUon. The LOBO re!>erves lhe right to edit
notices and delete those cBnsldcred inappropriate

fllrthiscolutnn.

kiva Club meeting and dinner Wednesday;Feb.
3: "'talks'' of Nizhoni Days. Other topic.~ o~ im~
mediate oonccrri will be discussed. Meet with
"Native Amerleans'; at lnternationai Centcr.l810
Las Lomas NE.

Places available in ..Aitcrnativ~.s ror Wotnen/'
Community College non-credit tnursc beginning
W~d.,

Feb. 4, 9:30-11:30 at Continuing Education

Rm •.209. For inrortnation. 277-3930,

Cove:red

W"agon

Mak...s of-Hand Mode Indian .Jowelrv
Ot.DTOWN
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Being Important While Being Crazy:
BOREDWALK One man's Journey. Into madness
~================================~
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~ Film:

"Lillith," directed by
Rossen, with Jean
Seberg, Warren Beatty, Peter
o Fonda, Kim Hunter, Anna
-;, Meachem, Jessica Walter and
:;::l Gene Hackman; shows tonight at
the SUB Theater, 7 & 9 p.m. $1
admission. ,
8 Film: "The Third Man," with Or·;:;
<1) son Welles and Joseph Cotton,
::S tomorrow night, SUB, 7 & 9 p.m.
!:!: Film: Robert Bresson's "Lancelot of the Lake': (1974) will
show
Friday, SUB, 7 & 9 p.m.
00
<I)
Film: Some more of Bruce Lee's
f# Kung Fulishness can be seen in
A.. "Return of the Dragon" Saturday, SUB, 7, 9, & 11 p.m.
Lecture: ASUNM Speaker's
Committee presents Will Rogers,
Jr. speaking on "The Wit and
Wisdom of Will Rogers," 8 p.m.
Popejoy Hl\11.
Lecture: The same SpeakP.r's
Committee
will
present
Congresswoman
Shirley
Chisholm, Saturday, 8 p.m.,
Popejoy Hall.
l'z:. Robert

i

A
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Lecture/Concert: The Speaker's.
Committee, again, will try to "The Eden Express"
present Lily Tomlin in concert Mark Vonnegut
Monday, 8 p.m. in Popejoy Hall.
Praeger/$8. 95
Music: Keller Hall Series: Joanna DeKeyser, cello; George
Robert, piano; Sean Daniel,
baritone; Keller Hall, 8; 15 p.m.
Sunday.
Gallery: The ASA Gallery will
open an exhibition of three UNM
Fine Arts graduate students
Monday. Prints, drawings and
paintings will be part of the
show. Gallery hours are, 11 a.m.
to 4 p.m.
Free Film: "Walt Disney Cartoon Parade" with Goofy, Mickey
and Donald; continuous showings
Monday 10 a.m. to 3 p.m. in the
SUB theater.
Radio: Tonight, part one of a four
part series on consumer affairs
from the New York Public Interest Research group, 7 p.m.
KUNM-FM, 90.1.
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Chisholm & Rogers lecture
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PRESENTS IN CONCERT

* * *
Review by Terry England
This is an account of going
crazy. It's about a man who lost
control of himself, and did not
realize it at first. The second and
third times he knew more, but
could do nothing to control it.
Yes, Mark Vonnegut is related
to the Vonnegut of SlaughterHouse Five fame. Mark is his
son. That was part of his
problem, because he wasn't sure
what fame for his father meant.
Eden Express details the
whole trip into insanity. Mark's
powers of recollection are in·
credible. The first reaction is to
say he's making it all up, or at
least filling in the gaps with fiction. But the account is far too
personal for it to be fiction: As I
read the account, I had the
feeling Mark was trying to drag
me into the asylum with him, at
least until he makes it clear he
wasn't enjoying the experience
all that much.
But that was only after he got
out of the hospital the first time.
Until then, much of what he said
was full of a peculiar kind of enjoyment with the things around
him. But the reality he knew
belonged to him only, and being
his, he could not see the pain of
his friends as they watched him
"lose his mind."
One of the many worst things
about being nuts was being so
goddamned important. Who was
I tltat such powerful, mysterious
forces were buggering around
with my life ?... I'd be crucified
and resurrected several times a
day.

"Clonakilty Cowboys"
Noel Redding Band
RCA/APL 1·1237

ALBUQUERQUE CONVENTION
CENTER
TICKETS ON SALE NOW!
Albuquerque Ticket Agency
(Coronado Center 293-7301)
Goldstreet (Across From UNM)
21st Century Sound Budget Tapes & Records
Candy Man (Santa Fe) Maynords Music (Old Town)
"A Portion Of the Proceeds Will Be Donated to the
Sierra Club "

* * *
Review by Renzo Giromini

J' Congesswoman Shltley Chisholm
'

I The ASUNM Speakers Com-

If I died lots of wonderful
things would happen. If I died
lots of awful things would happen. I was a rag doll between two
bull mastiffs with very little way
to know which one I wanted to
get me, let alone have any say in
the matte1-.
Mark is not the best writer,
but at least his prose style does
not detract from the message. He

tells the story simply and
quickly, as quickly as possible
when time and environment are
distorted beyond recognition.
The book starts with Mark's
graduation from Swarthmore
College. " 'What a swell bunch of
moral.people,' I thought. 'With us
on the loose, corruption and evil
don't stand a chance.' " Such are
the dreams of. the idealistic
college graduates.
Then comes the dream of the

and other British pop/pap bands
has been a very pervasive influence upon Mr. Redding. A lot
of "Oh shit what I've thrown
away," lyrics:

Jesus, I really hoped against Christ save me dying
.hope that Noel Redding could I keep trying
recapture some of the dynamism no more joints and shots of
he and Mitch Mitchell produced cocaine
backing Jimi Hendrix years
or
ago-hoped that his Fat Mattress
Band mistake would not be I've lived the life of a wealthy
man
repeated.
Spent all the money I've made
Nope.
Apparently the likes of the I've lived the life of a foolish man
Sutherland Brothers & Quiver Lost all the women I've laid

peaceful ·life in a commune away
from the city and technology.
Mark, his girlfriend Virginia and
his dog Zeke go off in search of
Utopia somewhere in Canada.
This was possible because Mark
"had beat the draft w~th an uncanny schizophrenic act at my
physical. .. " He never mentions
the inherent irony in that
statement, but it is there; just
how much was an "act"?
By the time Mark had been in
the hospital twice, had three lapses (two outside, one in the
hospital), be finally realizes the
utopian life isn't for him. He
leaves everything behind, including Virginia and Zeke, and
returns to the technocracy he
thought he could do without.
Mark was saved by drug
therapy. As far as he can
figur.e-since schizophrenia
causes
are
relatively
unknown-he had some kind of

chemical imbalance that was the
main cause. But he also thinks it
was as much the events around
him as was any glandular trouble
that made him go mad.

Jeez, anybody would, writing
lyrics like that. Perhaps the only
thing that would re-create Noel
Redding as an exciting musician
would be to intravenously feed
him cocaine while luring Mitch
Mitchell and a Jeff Beck into the
same room and letting them wail.
As it is, Clonakilty Cowboys is
an easy-to-listen-to record, not
anywhere near as offensive as
Backstreet Crawler. But you expect-and from a musician as
capable as Noel Redding, you
should receive-something of
more substance and style.

i mittee will present a double-

r·

: header for the first week of
February.
Will Rogers Jr. will present
',"The Wit and Wisdom of Will
Rogers," Wednesday, Feb. 4, at 8
· p.m. in Popejoy Hall in the Fine
; Arts Center. Congresswoman
· Shirley Chisholm, D.-N.Y., will
'discuss "Protest, Order and
:Justice," Saturday, February 7,
· also at 8 p.m. in Popejoy Hall.
Tickets are available at the
. Popejoy Hall Box: Office, the SUB
Box: Office in the Student Union
'Building and at Riedling Music,
' 5314 Menaul N.E. Tickets for
Will Rogers Jr. are $2.25 for
general admission and $1 for
students; tickets for Shirley
Chisholm are $2.50 and $1.
Will Rogers Jr. was born in
New York City in 1911 when his
father was appearing in the
Ziegfield Follies. The Rogers
family later moved to California

when Will senior started ap-

pearing in silent movies.
Rogers graduated from Stan. ford University where he oncedebated over the radio against
; Oxford ·university in the world's
~ first transoceanic-transcontinen. tal debate. He and his partner
· won the Western Conference
, Debate Championship.
, Since that time, Rogers has
:been a newspaper publisher, a
:, foreign correspondent, a U.S.
, congressman, a tank commander
:in Europe in World War II, a
:government administrator in
California and in Washington, a
"!movie actor, lecturer and
'television host and commentator.
.· Shirley Chisholm Js the first
iblack congresswoman in the
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ASUNM Speakers Committee Presents
WILL ROGERS, JR.

SHIRLEY CHISHOLM

Feb. 4- Popejoy Hall· 8pm

Feb. 7 • Popejoy Hall • 8pm

Newspaper publisher, foreign correspondent U.S. Congressman, World War II tank
commander, government administrator
movie actor, lecturer, TV host, and commentator, such is a thumbnail account of
the life of Will Rogers Jr.

Admission $2.25 public, $1.00 students and
children under 12

companiment. ·
When Lou does manage to kick
out thl:l jams, he sparks a few
rushes of adrenalin, but little
* *
*
sustained excitement.
His
· By Jon Bowman
problem seems to be one of stunLou Reed has been beaten at ted growth. What was new with
his own game. With the arrival, the Velvet Underground is now
like a whirlwind of hot coke, of as old hat as "Tea for Two."
Patty Smith on the decadent rock·
Lines like ''Then you get him
scene, Uncle Lou has had to set- to come in, then you kill him"
(from the song "Kicks") harken
tle for back seat status.
And rightfully so, if Coney bal)k to. Jim Morrison in his
Island Baby is any indication of prime. The same fault, that of
what he has in store for us.
derivation, plagues "Nobody's
The album is typical Reed with Business," a tune whose only
one major exception, that being saving grace is the original Billie
at least twenty minutes of Holiday line which Reed has
needless padding in the form of buried amid boriqg bull.
"OOHS," "AAHS," and "NO
The epitome of low taste is
BABY, NOOO's"-with ap- seen in "A Gift" which includes
propriate
musical
ac- endless repetition of the sen-

"Coney Island Baby"
Lou Reed
RCA/APLi-0915

Another mistake From Noel Redding
THURS.FEBRUA

Lou Reed Nearly Slips Down To
Back-Seat Status On 'Coney Island' ~

Congresswoman Shirley Chisholm, the foremost black political leader in America Today
will be speaking on "Protest, Order and
Justice."

For both shows, tickets ~ill be sold at SUB Box Offiee,
Popejoy Hall and Reidlings Music on Menaul.

Wednesday
"Lilith"

•

The Cultural Program Committee
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AND THE ASSOCIATED STUDENTS
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Tickets Now Available
UNM Students. - One Half Price

.

•

Directed by: Robert Rossen

With: Jean Seberg, Warren
Beatty, Peter Fonda and
Gene Hackman

Thursday
"The Third Man"

'!

IRENE

..

tf1
tfl
tfl

starring

..

.•

TONIGHT- Monday February 16, 8:15pm
Tickets: $9.00, $8.00, $7.00, $6.00 & $5.00

tfS

Peter Schikele

..

and his associates
in the hil11rin~;;;

..

t(l
t(l

j!

Orson Welles

J:

Friday
t'Lancelot of
the Lake"

...
.

~

t(l

(Lancelot DuLac)
Directed by
Robert Bresson

t(l

•

Entertainment by

SUB Theatre
7 & 9:00pm, Admission $1.00

..

•
ale

Intimate P .D.Q. Bach

!J:

Featuring the newly discovered opera
Hansel & Gretel & Ted & Alice
and other musical marvels
. Wednesday February 18th at 8:15pm
Tickets: $7.00, $6.50, $6.00, $5.00 and $4.00
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The Incomparable
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SUB Theatre

..
•

HAL HOLBROOK

•

7 & 9 & 11:00

at

Virginia Graham

•
•

Saturday
"The Return of
the Dragon"

ale

The Year's Happiest Musical Award Winner

41
.p

t(l

4418 Central S.E.

¥
q
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99c

"GtnHittl'~
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AT THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO

Wallbangers

49c

~
~·
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•
POPEJOY HALL
•
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Wine Coolers
Admission $2.50 public, $1.00 students

Will Rogets; Jt.
history of the United States and
the first black to seek the
nomination for the presidency.
Elected to the 91st Congress,
Chisholm represents New York's
12th congressional district which
comprises ·Bedford-Stuyvesant,
possibly the nation's largest
black ghetto.
Born and raised in the district
she represents, the former
teacher and day nursery director
entered politics in 1964 whe11 she
successfully ran for the New
York State Assembly on the
Democratic ticket.

tence "I'm just a gift to the
women of the world." The album
contains several other moments
of consummate banality.
But aU is not lost.
The title cut, a presumably
autobiographical ditty about turning away from the high school
coach, is sufficiently sleezy to entertain and sufficiently pathetic
to classify as high camp. The
same applies to "She's My Best
Friend," my favorite cut of the
aisc.
"Coney Island Baby'' represents a further decline in the life and
times of Lou Reed. It's not really
that bad an albuiiJ and perhaps I
have been a bit harsh on it .here.
But one comes to expect talented
musicians to produce up to
par-and more.

i..
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Coming March 9th

Valerie and Galina Panov
in Ensemble with:

f1

THE SAN FRANCISCO BALLET

t(l

See the Premiere of Panov's New Ballet

.
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Mark Twain - Tonight
Monday February 23rd at 8:15pm
Tickets: ~8.00, $7.00, $6.00, $5.00 and $4.00
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Telephone- 277-3121
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Home. Ec Major

By David Belling
What would you do if you were
going to school at home in Uganda and suddenly someone asked
you if you wanted to go to school
in the United States?
That is the question Charles
Dramiga had to answer. He is
now on the UNM track team and
doing very well. In his first meet
against Air Force he set a new
school record in the 600-yard
dash and in the Jaycee invitational he was a member of the
first-place mile-relay team.
Charles has only been running
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he couldn't afford to go to school
and wrestle too. After Oklahoma
State offered him a full scholarship, but then forgot about him
when he tore the cartilage in his
knee halfway through his senior
year, he decided to attend
Oklahoma without a wrestling
scholarship and find a job.
Then he came in contact with
Coach Ron Jacobsen of New
Mexico and two former UNM
wrestlers. He said he liked the
idea of coming to New Mexico
right away. "I liked the desert,
mountains, and the whole idea
behind
the
wrestling
program-Coach
Jake,
everything," he said.
So he came to school at UNM,
and although he had problems
with his classes at first, he is
pretty satisfied with what has
happened to him. "I started off
on the wrong foot,'' he said. "I
had to take ridiculous classes. I
couldn't take the courses I wanted without the prerequisites."
Gilpin said he first wanted to go
to Chef's school because he
aspires to being a chef. So not
knowing what exactly to major in
at UNM, he has ended up in the
College of Arts and Sciences as a
home economics major.
"I LIKE TO COOK," he said.
"I think being a chef would be a
great way to travel and see all
sorts of things." Plus he said he
"likes good food. I couldn't eat
crap. I won't eat at places like
McDonalds." Gilpin is the cook
for his household in Albuquerque·
which includes his brother,
another Lobo wrestler, Tony
Barton, and a Lobo baseball
player.
Gilpin said he learned to cook
when he was in the seventh
grade and his older sister (there

are eight children in his family)
would not help out in the kitchen.
"At first it was just opening
cans," he said, "but I ended up
.knowing how to cook everything ..
I got into making good food, and
got to thinking that I could make
a career out of it." His specialty,
he said, is spaghetti since his
mom is Italian. But he also likes
gourmet foods, and said he woulp
like to someday own his own type
of restaurant.
Besides cooking, Gilpin is also
into theatre arts and communication. He has taken speech
communication courses and is
taking a voice and diction course
this semester. His newest
moving interest is dancing.
"I like dancing of all forms- ballroom, ballet, modern
dance. I guess it's because
wrestling is a kind of a dance
form itself."
GILPIN SAID HE likes to
wrestle because he "likes
physical activity. I like to use my
body, to feel it is working well. I
like the confident feeling of a
healthy and fit body."
He sayd he likes the idea of
everyone getting the opportunity to keep fit. That's why
he thinks an intramural program
like UNM has is good.
But physical activity is not the
only reason why Gilpin likes to
wrestle. "It's an individual sport.
You are the one who gets all the
fame or all the ridicule or the
blame. The buck stops with you."
Gilpin said wrestling involves
about "90 per cent mental work.
You,'ve got to push yourself.
Wrestling is an intense sport.
You have to have your head
together during the entire match_" He said he "used to have
mental lapses" in past years. He

Photo by Jo Lopez

said he has !;lee!} "in good
physical condition, and his
technique was good, but I was
just ·not thinking_ Now I'm
thinking more. I'm putting my
mind and body together more.
I'm more methodical in the way I
wrestle now."
He
said
there
is
a
"psychological war going on as
well as a physical war. Both
wrestlers may be just as fit
physically, but it's who wants it
more, it's the guy who can get his.
mind to perform best that's going
to win_"
Gilpin said · he is "mentally
tougher this year" because he
decided at the beginning of the
season to "try to fulfill my potential. I know I'm better than what
I'v.e shown in past years. I know
I'm capable of winning the
nationals. I figure that my means
of
education
is
through
wrestling, and that I might as
well make the best of it."
AFTER INJURING his opponent in his last match against
Northern Arizona to win by
default, Gilpin _said he is out
there to "pin a pers~m. My motive

is to take him down and pin him.
You've got to take advantage of
every chance you get. I don't try
to hurt someone, but I've got to
make him feel some pain. If I get
an edge, I've got to make the
most of that edge_ I have to
wrestle my way. I've got to be
aggressive.'' Gilpin said he was a
figure four when he tried turning
his Northen Arizona opponent
which resulted in torn cartilage
in the ribs for his opponent. He
said he has hurt at least one per-

Brooks' men's team did equally

son a year1 but his purpose 1s

only to win:
Gilpin said, "The match is the
fun part for me. I know I'm going
to go out there and do my best. I
like performing in front of
crowds. They get more out of me.
I never consider myself a crowd
pleaser, but it pleases me to perform in front of them."
Gilpin attributes his winn ng
attitude mostly to ·his family.
"My mom was a sensitive person,'' he said. "We could see eye
to eye. My dad was a demanding
person. He expects a lot out of
you- He doesn't know the
meaning of the word 'can't.' ••
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Civic Auditorium

Lily Tomlin
Refunded Tickets Now On Sale
At SUB J,Jox Office Only
Tickets Guaranteed to Sell Out Early! _ _ _ _.JJIII.a
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After three weekends of
downhill and gate racing, the
combined UNM ski team is about
60 points ahead of other CIAL
(Central Intercollegiate Alpine
League) teams. The men's team
trails c_c. by two points, 209-207.
Although, the powerful women's
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Cindy Stone

team has now stretched its lead
over the rest of the field.
The cross-country team learned last weekend what real nordic skiing was like. Coach' Klaus
Weber's nordies were "stunned"
by
the
Norwegians
on
Colorado's, Denver's, Wyoming's
and Western States' teams.
Next weekend the UNM men's
schuss boomers travel to Steamboat, Colo. for a Wyoming sponsored RMISA race. The RMISA
(Rocky Mountain Intercollegiate
Ski Association) is a smaller con·
ference than the CIAL and
therefore offers more of a
challenge to the teams involved.
It is regarded as one of the
strongest in the country.
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championships?
3. Who was the runner-up in' the
1963-64 NIT?
4. Who got the checkered flag at

the 1968 Indianapolis 500? ·
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Track in Uganda is different
than in the U.S, Charles said
there they run on grass tracks,
not dirt and there is no indoor
track there. He likes outdoor
track better but there is,
"something new to learn indoor
all the time.'' He said he learns
something new every race and
tries to improve it for the next
race.
Charles is from the capital city
of ,Kampala, a town about one
half the size of Albuquerque. The
'Raphael~
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Independent St.udent Workers Union
Meeting Of The Semester

TO DISCUSS:
1) Pay Raise Strategy
2) New Steering Committee
3) Office Hours
4) Anything Concerning Student
Workers
THURSDAY 8:00
SUB.{CasaDelSol)
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first time Charles was in the U.S. ~
was when he came to school at (1l
is:
UNM in January of 1975. He is a :-:
sophomore and will probably !'>'
0
major in a science. He enjoys ti
watching football on television
because there is no football in ' <
Uganda.
t"'
0
Dramiga wants to do his best 0'
and try to qualify for the Olym- :pies representing Uganda. He "::
(1l
wants to qualify for the NCAA 0'
...,
indoor track championships this <::
e;
spring.

Silver Cloud
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REUWHITE

Guard Ricky Williams leads
the 3-3 Lobos in WAC play with
14-3 points per contest after six
games. His high-point game (22)
was against the Wyoming
Cowboys in Laramie. "
Larry Gray and George Berry
are tied for rebounding honors
with a six-game 7.5 board
average.

BIG

BELLS

$15.50

First General

i

SRO. General Store. Gold Street, Reldlings,
21st Century Sound (Eubank~ Pimentel Guitars (1st Plaza)
Kalso Earth Shoes (Coronado center)
f •

~
~
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Tickets Available At:

'

1. Who won the 1968 women's
figure skating gold medal for the
U.S.?
2. Who was the Lobo gymnast
who won the NCAA horizontal
bar event in the 1973 NCAA

run that I'm in physically good
shape."
The Uganda national coach
asked Charles if he would be interested in going to college in the
U.S. and he said he would think
about it. Later the coach came
back with a Catholic priest and
they talked about it- Thr,Jle
weeks later Charles ·decided to
come to UNM. "The scholarship
was offered and I came," he said.
"It never occurred to me that
I'd go to college in the U.S.,"
Dramiga said. "It's just one of
those things that happen_" It
took him some time to decide if
he wanted to come or not because
he thought he might be homesick
and he didn't know if his parents
would like the idea. Since he has
been in New Mexico Charles
said, "I have really enjoyed
myself. I feel at home."
Breaking the school record in
the 600-yard dash Dramiga said
he was, "really surprised I broke
it. I didn't feel I ran that well. I
realized I made some mistakes after I ran."
Before a race Charles tries to
be very indifferent. "I tell myself
not to be nervous." He said
thinking about the competition is
what causes nervousness. "I look
at the race like any other race,''
he said.

Ricky Leads

SPORTS TRIVIA QUIZ

j

'~

Lhe women's squad.

edged out Colorado College
33-32 in the slalom race for first
place in that event. Jose Sena
took first place individually and
Chris Dean captured the fourth
position. In th!'l giant slalom race,
the men's team took third place
behind C.C. and Colorado. Dean
came in fifth; Giff Cutler,'ninth;
and Roy Solomon was tenth in
the downhill.

I

ON STAGE
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~ UNM
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competively since 1973. He was
encouraged by his sister, Ugandan nati~nal coach and friends to
take up track. "I was not too keen
on takjng up track but they
thought I should take it up, so I
did,"
In Uganda he said he never
used to train or practice. "I just
played soccer five days a week,"
he said. He entered track meets
on the weekend if there were
any.
Soccer is his favorite sport.
One reason Charles said he is a
runner is because, "I feel when I

By Peter Madrid
The UNM women's ski team
used the one-two punch of Cindy
Stone and Kathy Campbell to
capture the giant slalom race at
Winter Park, Colo. last weekend.
UNM Coach George Brooks'
women's team, who are shooting
for a national skiing title, also
placed strongly in the slalom
race. In that event, Campbell was
second; Angela Prater, thirteenth; Leslie Nevins, fourteenth; and Kathleen Hilley
seventeenth- The women took
third in the slalom. In the giant
slalom, the women's team
proudly captured first behind the
fine performances of Stone, Campbell, and Nevins.

UNM's leading wrestler, home ec major Frank Gilpin (left),
has an 18-5 win-loss record.

"'
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Fem Ski Duo Punch
Puts UNM in First

A.S.U.N.M. Presents
An Evening With ...

Why use
commercial bath
products that
dry your skin,
use harmful ch.emicals,
and pollute the
environment when
you can use natural
products for the
same price?

Ugandan Speedster Off to Blazing Start

~-I

Top Gra.ppler Unordinary

ByJoLopez
Frank Gilpin is not your oro «;linary athlete_ Or at least he's
--:l not like what most people think is
~ an ordinary athlete- Gilpin is in~ telligent and interesting. He has
0 . lots to say,
Gilpin is the best wrestler on
Q)
UNM's team this season, holding
~ an 18-5 dual meet won-lost
ii! record. He holds the starting hera>
th for the 134-pound division. In
fact,
he's held that position ever
0
..-<
since he came to UNM three
~ years ago. He said he is "always
~ started," at least since he was in
the fourth grade growing up in
Tulsa, Okl. Now 21, he started
wrestling when he was in the
second grade when his older
brother Mike persuaded his Dad
to let him go out for wrestling.
"Mike started wrestling before
I did," he said_ "He was always
athletic. He used to work out at
the YMCA in downtown Tulsa.
He was mainly into gymnastics,
but he also wrestled. I guess I got
into wrestling because I just
wanted to do what big brother
did."
Now big brother, Mike, has
joined Frank on the Lobo team.
Mike is a redshirt for the Lobos
this semester as he waits to
become eligible for another year
of wrestling. He wrestled for
three years for the Oklahoma
Sooners, and then joined the
military for a few years before
-coming here.
FRANK HAD WANTED to go
to Oklahoma when he was in high
school, but there were differences between his brother,
Mike, and a new coach at OU.
Beeause of this, the new coach
was wishy-washy in offering
Frank a full-ride scholarship,
which he needed because he said
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lobo

men's
shop
21 20 Centr.al S.E.
243-6954
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• PROFESSIONAL CHILD CARE 4-bloeks to
UNM 265-6122, 256·3298, 2/10

CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISING
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EXPERIENCED TYPIST:
75c per page, Call 268-1285,

Rates: 1!) cents per word per day 1 one dollar
minimum. Advertisements run five or more
con8ecutive days with no .changes, nine ceo·
ts per word per day lno refunds if cancelled
before five insertions I, Classified ad·
vertisements must be paid in advance,
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guaranteed,

1969 OPEL KADET lltation wagon. Call 2560352 •. 2/5

. WORKING MOTHERS-Loving care for your
child. Age 2·4 preferred. $17,50/wee~. SE heights.
Mrs. Thomas. 255·6412, 2/5

PANASONIC CASSSTTE DECK $40 hear for
yourself, 842-04.25. 2/4
'

manus~ript$,

NECCHI ZIG ZAG. Christmas lay-away not
claimed. Button holes, blind hems, etc, $40 or 10
payments of $4.00. 262-0637, 2/2

FREE MATHEMATICS 'l'UTORING for minority
students, Contact Stewart Knne, Math Dept,
Humanities Bldg.. 461. 2/6

LEVI'S-BLUE ·JE~N big bells always at The
Lobo Men's Shop. 2120 Central SE, 243-6954, tfn

2/1()

EDITING- Dissertations,
whatever, 898-31)15, 2/10

Marron Hall room. 131 or by ·mail to:
Classified Advt~rtisiog, UNM Bolt 20,
Albuquerque, N .M, 87131 ·

H
......
.....~

A~euracy

1. · PERSONALS

PETITION DIVORCES arranged by legal clerk
$36 plus filing fee, 296-4977, 2.4 hour answering
service. 2/5
·

OWN AN ADOBE while you go to school, Brick
floors, fireplace, tennis, prices start a~ $16,950.
Location 3939 North Rio Grande, Dale Bellamah
Realty office 292-0556 or 345-6304. 2/6

VOLVO MECHANIC good work guaranteed, 3453058. 2/6

DELTA MARK lOB Capacitive discharge elec·
tronic ignition $39.91). 268-5490 Electronic Ignition
Sales. 2/19

PREGNANT AND NEED HELP? You have friend~ who care at Birthright, 247-9819. tfn

PROFESSIONAL TYPIST. IBM Sel.ectric.
Guaranteed accuaracy with reasonable rates. 2987147. 2/6

NEED TO JOIN Car-pool. Santa Fe to UNM. Pete
471-2129. 2/4

A PAPER TO WHI1'E? I can teach you to write a
good one. 881-7406. 2/6

STUDENTS SELF AWARENESS Group.
Troubled by Alcohol abuse? Come to a discussion
Room 230 SUB Tuesday Feb. 10, 8:00pm. 2/10
~

YOGURT $1,00 Cor quarts and $.53 for pints at
Daba's Foorl Co-op, 107 Mesa SE. OpenlO a.m.· 6
p.m. Tues.-Sat.. 2/10
-~-

--~-~~----~

SIBERIAN HUSKIES pure bred home grown, 2
boys. 2 girls, 6 weeks, beautiful. 255-9280 2/10

GETTING MARRIED'/ Call Creative Lervices for
invitations & photog!'aphy at low cost. 2997930. 2/17

4.

FORRENT

STUDIO APT. for rent. Brand new completely
furnished, dishes, bedding, all utilities $125. 10

STEREO SYSTEM Harmon·Kordon receiver,
G!lrrard-42l'vl turntable $125 & 10-spccd el(cellent
condition $70, 268-8304, 2/5
YASHICA TL ELECTRO X, 50mm, telephoto,
wide angle, zoom: many extras, 265-618a. 2/4
POTTER'S WHEEL DINACK CORP. announcing
factory sales available below. suggested retail,
292·3546. 2/4
OLD ADOBE HOUSE, 9 rooms, Tijeras Canyon.
Drawer JJ, Taos, NM. (505) 758-2227. 2/10

ECONOMICS TUTOR NEEDED for Econ-201 im·
mediately $5.50 hr. 262-0292 after !1:00 p.m. 2/5

~~bye~!~~~-~~· 34~:~44. 2/~

KRISHNA INDIA IMPORT-watch for grand
opening sale, 2920 Central SE, 266-8353. 2/6

ISWU MEETING. February 5, 8:00p.m. Casa-de·
Sol. 2/5

CITADEl, APARTMENTS· An apartment com·
plex for Lhe youog and ~he young at heart. Rents
start at $140. Large swimming pool. Efficiencies &
l·bdrm availahle, furnished or unfurnished.
Walking distance to UNM. 1520 University N.E.,
243-2494. 2/13

O'KEEFE & MERRITT built-in type stove, gas,
coppertone, w/hood $60, Singer zig·zag portable
sewing machine w/c;ury{ng case & other at·
tachments $50. Small gas heater $10. Call 898·
9616. 2/6

QUALITY HAND MADE Colombian Ruanas,
good_f~ and mil~catber. 277·2378. _3~-

SO YOU THINK no one could possibly understand
your problems? Try us. AGORA 277-3013. ~~GIRI,-Eagl.'r, creative, good manual dex·
terity-wants unordinary job with'CieJ<iblc hours.
Some cash register experience, other m;\chincs.
UNM Vicinity. 2•13-5353. 2/6
WORKSHOPS: 1. Cultural Aspeds of bi.>lping
situations (or helpers and students Mondays 7:309:30 beginning Feb. 9. 2. CulLurnl Awareness
Thursdays 7:30·9:30 Feb. 5. Sliding fee. Retails.
Registration
Albuc1uerclue
Counselint:
~oopera~ive 247_:.2_966. --~:. ___ -~---

2.

LOST & FOUND

LOST: WHITE long·haired cat wlbobtail, around
Stanford & Columbia. 265·3975. 2/4
LOST: Strand of blue beads, Sentimental value large reward. 842·9301. 2/5
LOST: LARGE MALE brown & while tiger stripe
cat.1 west Coronado Center, nodh freeway. 2554262. Reward. 2/6

3. SERVICES
-CHECK YOUiCPASSPORT NOW! It. expires
every five years'. Low prices on passport. renewal
photos. Call 265·2444 or c:ome to 1717 Girard
NE. 2!4
FAMOUS
QUIVJRA
BOOKSIIOP
and
?holography Gallery is 1/2 block from Johnson
Gym on Cornell. Special order service. tfn
PASSPOUT, IDENTIFICATION photos. Lowest
prices. in town! 1-'nst, ple:asing. Near UNM. C:all
265-2-144 or come to 1717 Girard Blvd. NE. tfn

Parking Hassles?

I have limited parking
space available just
two blocks from the SUB

call 266-3663

5.

FORSALE

GOOD SOUNDS CHEAP: Fisher 220 120w/chan·
nell, Garrard turntable w/new cartridge, JVC
casst'tle deck, and decent realistic spca~ers. $250.
266 4218. 2/9
STEREO DEPT. Closing all sterl.'o department
components, recorders, consoles, tape players. 40
to 50% off, while they last. 3105 Central NE, 262·
0637. 219
20 USED TV's $30·$60. 441 Wyoming N.E., 255. 5987. :v1
~-------------------------LEVI'S-BLUE
JEAN big bells always at The
L?b_o Men's Shop. 2120 Cen_tl'al SE, 243-6954, tfn
COLOR TV. Brand names. Big screen, Assume
payments of $7.00 per month. 3105 Central NE,
256 3505. 2/2

6.

EMPLOYMENT

PUBLIC RELATIONS PERSONS Needed.
Unlimited income. Arrange your own work hours.
293-3886, or Bob 268-3168. 2/4 ·
WORK THREE EVENINGS and Saturdays. S100
weekly. Call242-8152, 4 p.m.· 5 p.m. 2/4
FEMALE WILl, MODEL
0265. 2/4

for

artists.

842·

OVERSEAS JOBS-temporary or permanent.
Europe, Australia, S. Americ:a, Africa, etc. All
fields, $500-$1200 monthly. Expenses paid, sight·
seeing, Free info.-Write: International Job Cen·
ter, Dept. NO Box 4490, Berkeley, CA 94704. 3/1

8.

MISCELLANEOUS

NEEDED: Dulcimer by Feb. 2. Call266-3670 after
NEW! ALVAREZ 12·string guitar $100. Call247·
9410. 2/10
69 OPEL STATIONW AGON excellent •. $650. 265·
3983. 2/10

OK IE'S
1969
Ptlces

ALL DAY

5. 2/5

Guaranteed Parking
(Continued frqm page 6i

·

time that students have. For she .had a sticker she always felt
Catherine Martin, office manager she should check even if there
in the English dept., it became a were no spaces available.
matter of priority.
"It's my mon'ey. That's why I
"Occasionally I have to drive really will have someone towed
· off
campus on department off. Now i,they want to negotiate
business and the space wouldn't for rent that's something else,"
be there when I returned,'' Mar- · she said.
tin said.
Convenience and the assuran' She said she didn't consider ce of a parking space were the
!having a reserved space a status most important reasons for
·symbol. Her. space is in the dirt buying a space .
parking lot behind Woodward
"They pick the space they
Hall.
want reserved, within reason,"
"It's like running a mine field," said Walter Birge, director of
Martin said. "And I'm grateful Parking Services:
it's (the space) there."
The year for spaces runs from
"One spends cines money as August to August so anyone
one needs to or wants to," Martin . buying a space now will be
said. She paid for the space out of charged a pro-rated amount from
her own pocket. ·
now until August.
- The owner of a space does not
have the option of allowing anyWe~nesday
one to use their space. The
own~r·s cars are registered at
Free Films
Parking Services.
Jackie
Schlegel,
adWednesday Feb. 4th
ministrative asst, in the general
honors program, said she
thought it would be fun to have
lOam to3pm
the name Zelda Glotz put on her
(continuous showing)
reserved space. Unfortunately,
she wasn't allowed to do that.
"Walt Disney
"I consider it a way to get to
Cartoon Parade,,
work when I want to. Before, I
Starring: Goofy, Mickey
was spending too much time
and Donald
cruising, getting frustrated and
finally winding out on Stanford
and Central," she said.
Before she got her space she
had a regular sticker and could
SUB Theatre
never find a place when she came
at 8:30 a.m. for work. But since

WilL EXCHANGE SPANISH lessons, any level
for guitar lessons. Call 266·3670 after 5. '2/5
WANT
BUY ur·-:ti-ng_w_e-:i-:gh·-t-s.--=c~a:-:-11-:-24-:2-:·6-:-94-:5 af..
!:!: 5:30 J•.m. 2!6

TO

HOT
SKATEBOARDS
-CAPILLAC WHEELS2901 Indian School RD NE
262-1691

•

ANTIQUES
3409 CENTRAL, N.E.

e

256·7103

•

Furniture Sale
· February 3 thru 11th

(Indian School & Girard )

Ne\N Mexico Daily Lobo
Pleast:: place the following classified advertisement in the New Mexico
Daily Lobo -·__·-- time(s) beginning . ~ ~- ___ . ~--~• under the heading
{circle one): 1. Personals; i lost & Found; 3. Services: 4. For Rent; ~.
For Sale; 6. Employment; 7. Travel 8. Miscellaneous.

•

Wa~t

Ads say it
in a Big Way!!

Classified Advertising Rates
15¢ per word, $1.00 ry1inimurn charge
Terms Cash in advance

Marron Hall/ Room 132

\

.

Enclosed$-~~ Placed bY~~~~-·Telephone~

M.ail To
UNM Box 20, University of New Mexico,
Albuquerque, New Mexico 87131
·

•

